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*STRUCTtffiAL BEAMS IN TORSION
by Inge Lyse* and Bruce Johnston**
SYNOPSIS
The following report presents the results of a two-
year study of the torsional properties of standard structu-
-'L -,
ral steel oeams. The purpose of the investigation has been
to furnish a reliable basis for the design of structural
members subjected to torsional loads.
The report presents an ac~urate method for the eval-
uation of the torsion constant, "K", for standard H and I
f .
sections, taking full account of all factors invo~ved. This
has been made possible by application of the "membttaneanal-·
ogy"to about sixty sections of widely varying flange, web,
and fillet proportions.
The investigation includes a study of the effect of·
end ·fixity in torsional design, and shows how it may be ef-
fectively obtained. Application of the proposed formulas is
made to practical design problems, and the formulas checked
by torsional tests on structural steel sections ranging in
size from a 3-inch. I-beam weighing 7 .. 5 lb. per ft. to a. 12
by 12-inch beam weighing 190 lb. per ft. The data for these
tests are presented.
..
Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania·
** Lawrence Calvin Brink Research Fellow in Civil Engineer-
ing, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvo.nia
in Immediate Charge of Torsion Investigation.
2I. HIST9RtCAL FOREWORD
The problem of pure torsion as applied to non-circu-
lar sections was first correctly treated by Saint venant{l)*
in 1855, and his general solution is applicable to any cross
section. In 1903 Prandtl(2) ~howed that if a thin membrane
were stretched across a hole having the shape of the cross-
section in question and distorted a slight amount the equa-
tion of its surface had the same form as the general differ-
ential equation involved in the torsion problem.
Prandtl showed that by measuring the volume and
slopes of the displaced membrane a direct measurement of the
torsional rigidity and stress was obtainable. Prandtl's An-
alogy, with a thin soap film as a membrane, was used in sev-
eral torsion investigations, first in England by Griffith
and Taylor(3) , who studied the torsional strength of aero-
plane sections in 19l?, and lnter in this country by Trayer
and March(4), who in 1930 made similar studies for a similar
purpose.
Important contributions to the torsion problem have
been made by Timoshenko(5). He has shortened the pure tor-
sional theory by slight modifications of Suint Venant's
equations and by mathematical application of the principles
of the membrane analogy. He was also among the first to
consider the effect produced by preventing the warping of a
* These numbers refer to references given at the end of the
report.
3cross-section. This probl~m h~s had the attention of numer-
ous investigators in connection with problems of elastic
stability and buc lcling during bending. R.Sonntag( 7) has
treated the theoretical aspects of this problem in an ar-
ticle published in 1929.
II. INTRODUCTION
(ll Acknowledgment - The torsional investigation was
initiated in October 1932, upon the suggestion of the McClin-
tic-Marshall Corporation, subsidiary to the Bethlehem steel
Company, who furnished the steel beams and the material for
constructing the test apparatus.
Special acknowledgment is due ~onathan Jones, Chief
Engineer; C. H. Mercer, Consulting Engineer, and Sterling
Johnston, Engineer - all of the McClintic-Marshall Corpora-
tion, and V. E. Ellstrom, Manager of Sales Engineering,
Bethlehem Steel Company for their cooperation in the in-
vestigation.
The investigation was carried out as a research pro-
ject at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory. C. C. Keyser,
Labora tory Assi stant, .and all others associated with the
laboratory contributed valuable help throughout. Professor
J. B. Reynolds, of the Department of Mathematics, .gave his
assistance to the theoretical Etudies o
4(2) ~~~li~e of Investigation - A tentative program
for the investigation was outlined early in October 1932. It
was at first proposed to test sections three feet in length,
welded at the ends to thick pletes. A stuay of the problem,
however, showed tha.t such beams would be several times strong-
er tho.n if they were tested free-ended, a.nd that, unless the
exact percentage of end fixity were known, it would not be
possible to draw definite conclusions from such tests.
In order to study the effect of end fixity. directly,
tests were first made on eight sections of a 3-in., 7.5-lb.
per ft. I-beam, varying from :3 in.' to 4 ft. 6 in, in length
and cut from the same rolled section. The ends of each piece
were welded to one-inch thick plates, and the specimens were
tested in a standard Olsen 26,000 in-lb. torsion machine o
The results of these tests pointed the way to a re-
vised general program which was mapped out in March- 1933, and
a torsion testing rig capable of applying torsional load up
to 800,000 in-lb. was designed. Provision was made for test-
ing beams ei thor fixecl at the ends or free, and of lengths of
1 ft. 6 in., 3 ft., or 6 ft.
Eighteen different tosts were proposed, twelve on
beams with the ends fixed by welding side and end plates to
form a box-section at the ends, and six w~th ends free. Ten-
sile and shearing properties of the ma~erial in each differ-
ent beam were obtained by standard tensile tests, round bar
,.
5
torsion tests, and slotted plate shear tests. An additional
free-ended test was made during Open House on April 20, 1~34.
The torsion testing rig operated by means of cables
end specially constructed sheaves. It was completed and the
first test was made on May 25, 1933. A progress report on
the investigation was submitted to the McClintic-Marshall
Corporation on June 7, 1933.
Most of the torsion tests on beams were completed by
October 1. 1933, and at this time an auxiliary investigation
was initiated to determine accurately the torsion constant,
"K" .., for all structural s~ctions. Soap-film tests on 57 dif-
ferently proportioned sections were made and these tests were
completed by December 28, 1933.
The present report contains the final summary of all
phases of the investigation. Use has been freely made of the
findings of previous investigators, for which acknolwedgment
is made at appropriate points.
(3) Notation
A = Cross-sectional area.
Ix, I y = Moments of Inertia of a cross-section
with respect to the x and the y axes~.
J = Polur Moment of Inertia.
q = Intensity of a continuously distributed load,
p = Unit Pressure.
M = Bending Moment.
T ::: Torsional Moment.
Q ::: Total Shear over Cross-Section.
f :: Normal Stress.
s ::: Shearing stress.
€
::: Unit Elongation.
of Elasticity "E ::: Modulus in Tension and
C6mpression.
G ::: Shearing Modulus of Elasticity.
11 ::: Poisson' S Ratio.
¢ ::: The Torsion Stress Function.
K ::: The Torsion Constant.
C ::: The Equivalent Torsion constant for a .
Fixed-Ended Beam~
~ ::: Total Angle Change Between Two
Cross-Sections.
G co Angle of Twist in Radians Per Unit Length.
III. THE TORSION THEORY
1. General Problem - The correct solution of the
torsional properties of a section of any shape consists pri-
marily in determining the distribution of lateral shearing
stresses over the cross-section. The shear components will
be of uneven distribution, except in the case of the circu-
lar section, and as a result plane sections will be warped
during twisting as shown in Fig. 1.
7It is assumed that
Thecircular section).
longitudinal displacements
cause the warping and the
resulting distribution of
shearing stress is taken
care of by introducing a
"stress-function" ¢ of x
angular twist and to the
distance from the twisting
axis (as is the case in a
the lateral displacements
are proportional to the
Before TWisting
After TWISTing
RecTangular SecTion
-Af'ter TWi:!>Ting
Before TWIstingNo Warping
8
Circular Section
Note - The web
and each flange
warp as ind'ivitival
rectangles I in
addition to the
worping of the
~ection a~ a whole
Structural Beam Section
and y. It is found that
differential equation:
Fig. 1
this function must satisfy the
2 2(.a+~=
dx2 dyZ
-2GQ (1)
It may be shown that the function ¢ must be a constan~ along
the boundary of the section for solid bars, and may therefore
be arbitrarily chosen as equal to zero.
If the boundary conditions are such that equation (1)
may be solved and ¢ determined, it is then possible to evalu-
ate the torsion constant of the section and find the stress
at nny point in the cross section. Formulas for the torsion
const~nt and critical shearing stresses have in this manner
been derived for such seotions as the square, rectangle,
ellipse, equilateral triangle, and sector of a circle(l).
8In the case of the circular shaft the shearing stress
components have a uniform distribution. along each radii, and
since the longitudinal shear is likewise evenly distributed,
there is no longitudinal warping of first order importance.
The well known simple theory using the polar moment of iner-
tia is thus applicable to the case of the circular section~
If the warping which takes place in non-circular sec-
tions is in some way restrained or prevented, longitudinal
fiber stresses will be introduced and the beam stiffened and
strengthened. This problem is studied in detail later.
2. The Membrane Analogy - Equation (1) may be solved
mechanically for any cross secti6n by means of Prandtl's Mem-
brane Analogy, thereby overcoming the mathematical limita-
tions of the theoretical derivation.
In the application
of this analogy, a soap
film is stretched across
an opening having the sa.me
shape as the structural
section under considera-
tion. The bubble is dis-
tended slightly by a var-
i~tion in pressure. We
then consider the equili-
brium of a small element
~--r--+----+-----f--+~-+-'f..
of area dx dy as indicat-
ed in Fig. 2, where:
Fig. 2
9p = unit pressure acting on the membrane,
F = unit tension in the membrane,
Z = displacement of the membrane.
The stresses in the soap film are known to be independent of
the shape of the film'and have the same intensity in all di-
"
rections, A aectiori of a film is shown in Fi~~ 2, with the
y axis perpendicul~r to the plarie of the paper. The total
stress adting on the element along the edge dy is equal to
F dyo The
t ~Fo -Fdy-.,
az
tangent and
z compobent of this stress may be consid'ered equal
The deflection is considered so small that the
the sine of the angle of inclination are practic-
ally equal •. We have a similar force F dy acting in nearly an
opposite direction, the difference between the two z compo-
nents being:
Positive direction is taken in the direction of the z axis o
Similarly we may write an expression for the forco F
acting on the dx side of the element •.
_FdXd2zdY
dX2
These must be in e~ilibrium with the pressure p nct-
ing on elemental area dx dy; or:
~"d a22d F '2z-~ y x - dX~y = pdxdydy ax2 which by dividing by
-Fdxdy gives: (2)
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comparing equationla (1) and (2) and introducing ¢ c: .kz
where k is a dimension constant, we have:
2G8 = k£.
F
(3 )
Hence equation (2) offers a solution to the problem, and
Prandtl showed that the following reiations obtain --
(1) The tor-
proportional
placed bubble.
(2) The shear-
of the dis-
sion constant
ing stress at
tional to the
any point is
total volume
"Kn is propor-
IN I'
- ~~ ..
IV.
'~II
~"
I"
[--J~
to the maximum
slope at that
Fig. 3 .point 0
(3) The contour lines on the bubble give the direction of max-
imum shearing stress.
The analogy is also useful as an aid in visualizing
the rigidity and stress distribution in various sections. and
makes evident why the four sections shown in Fig. 3 have ap-
proximately equal rigidities in pure torsion; since the vol-
umes of the v~rious soap bubbles are approximately the same in
each c~seo This would not be the case if the ends of the
beams were restrained.
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IV. EVALUATION OF THE ~10RSION CONSTANT
(1) Definition - The toreion constant, K, is the meas-
ure of the torsional rigidity and twisting deflections. It is
also a part of any formula for torsional shearing stresses. K
may be determined from test results by observing the ratio of'
torsional moment to unit twist in radians per inch at any time
below the yield point of the beam, and dividing this ratio by
the shearing modulus ofelastici tyo
(2) The Relation Between K and J - When a torsional
couple is applied to a circular shaft the maximum shearing
stress, at the surface,. is given by:
s = 'r.r
J
(r = radius of shaft)
In terms of T we may rearrange equation (4) to read:
sJ
T = r
(4)
(5)
We may also express T in terms of e, the unit angular twist
in radians' per inch, and G, the shearing modulus of el~~sticity.
T = J.GS ( 6)
For non-circulQr sections we may Qg~in express the
torsion~l resisting moment in terms of e and 0, with the sub-
stitution of K, the torsion const2nt, in place of J.
( 7 )
The torsion constant K is equal to the polar moment of iner-
tin for circular sections and while for non-circular sections
it is always less than the polar moment of inertia, there is
no direct relation between the two factors.
where
- 12·
(3) ~e Rectangle - In dealing with structural shapes,
two principle types of section require consideration, the rec-
tangle, and the rectangle modified by sloping sides, as in the
flange of a standard I-beamo In the case of the rectangle we
have an accurate formula derived originally by Saint venant(l}.
n 3b
K ::: T - 2A,p4 (8 )
~"'!:-~.~=?.;-:~
n = thickness of rectangle
b ::: width of rectangle
. A = a factor depending on the ~ ratio but
practically constant for ~greaterthan 3.
{See Fig 0 4 for values of A for ~ from 1 to 3}
For ~ ratios greater than 3, A::: 0 0 105, and for ~ greater
than 4, A =0.10504.
Equation (8). finds a direct, qualitative interpretation in
the soap film analogy. It is evident that for long rectangu-
lar sections the bubble will be of constant cross section
. along the central portion, but at the two ends it will be
contracted and brought down to meet the small side. The
-2An4 , then represents .the "end-loss", which for long sec-
tions .is evidently a function of n only.
It also follows that if the ends were made discon-
,
tinuous, as if they were portions of infinitely long rec-
tangl~s, we might say, with no error:
K :: 1/3 n3b
, :,
( 9)
and for any differential length, dx, along the section:
(10)
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(4) ~Slopi.!1g. Sided Section - Equation (1) provides
a basis for evaluati.ng K for the sloping flange sect-ion. Con-
sidering the sectioil shbWn in Fig. 5, having dimensions as
(13)
the simple rectangle and we write:
K = 1~(m+n)(m2+n2) - ALm4 - ASn4
The evaluation of the constants AL and AS was the
work of Professor J. B. Reynolds, through an analysis of a
section having the shape shown in Fig. 6. (See Love, THEORY
OF ELASTIGPI.1Y, 4· th ,ed. ,. p. 31g) 0
~] 1--__11m
Lb. J
'--- '., __. ---'-____ __ I . i
Fig. 6
AL = 0.10504-0.10000S+0.08480S2 -0.06746S3+O.05153S4 (14)
As = 0.10504+0.10000S+0.08480S2+0.06746S3+0.05153S4 (15)
S = Slope of the section. (See Fig.8 for graphs of
AS and AL)
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(5) Torsio~_2.'?2.~_~:§nt.fO'E....JL.§-nd ..l...Be~ - We now have
a basis for approaching the K values of the component parts.
flange section we will have
------j
Taking the section shown in Fig. ? as a basis for the sloping
- --- ~--------
W,
~; I
. .. for the sum of two trapezoids;rf~ ~i lUid a small rectangular per-
I i I I
I b Ii tion:
""'" ~
Fig. 7
K (flange)= ~(m+n) (m 2+n2 )
12 _
+ 1 wm3 - 2ASn4
3
(16)
The web is considered as a discontinuous section be-
tween the flanges, giving:
K (web) ~ ! (d - 2m)w3
3
(17)
(Refer to Fig. 9 for notation)
b b /"-
.,.J .., .'
'W
I
,
) c~~ '0
3 L.I ~t c:
"'0 Q,lU "0 Ig Ql \'J
~~ "
.!!! aeu:
-
c
.-1
Fig. 9
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There still remains the evaluation of the added rig-
idity due to the connection of the flange and web and also
due to the fillet at this point. It is evident that these
will cause a c\O>n'siderable "hump" in the soap bubble.
Trayer and March(4) in an investigation of aircraft
strut sections assumed this addition to the torsion constant
to be proportional to the fourth power of the diameter of
the largest circle that can be inscribed at the juncture of
the web and flange, giving:
K (additional) ~ aD4
where D = diameter of inscribed circle
a = a factor, depending on two ratios
(18)
(See Fig. 9 for notation)
Values tif a for sections with parallel side flanges,
and for sections with 1-6 flange side slope are given in Fig.
10 and 11 respectively. These graphs were experimentally de-
termined as the result of soap film tests 'which will be des-
cribed later.
It will be noted in Fig. 10 that for parts of the
curves to the right of "a-a", the lines are parallel and
unifo.rmly spaced" All standard rolled beams are in this
area, in which case:
a (parallel flange sides) = 0.094 + 0 0 070 RZ (19)
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And for sections with 1-20 and 1-50 side slope the
following formulas represent an interpolation between the
curves in Fig. 10 and 11.
a(1-20 slope) = 0.066 + 0.02lRl + 0.072R2 (20)
a(1-50 slope) = 0.084 + 0.007Rl + O.071~~ (21)
We can now sum up the various elements entering
into the total K values, and write:
K(sloping flange sections) = b-w(m+n) (m2+n2 )
6
+ 1(d-2m) w3 + 2aD4 - 4ASn43 (22)
Values for AL and AS for the standard slopes are
given in Table I below, and are also shown graphically in
Fig. 8.
TABLE I
s~ I A1 AS
1/6 0.090~5 0.12441
1/20 0.10026 0.11026
1/50 0.10307 I 0.1070'Z
l/a 0.105041 0.10504
, ,
For ,sections wi th parallel sid.ed flanges,
K(parallel flange) = g~n3 +1(d-2n)w3 + 2an4-0.42016n4 (23)
3 3
D may be determined by a large scale lay-out or
by the following formulas.
torsional efficiencies
of certain different
(26)
(24)
(25)
- 17
~\
The evaluation* of D
* The computations were
made by John I. Copp
through the courtesy of
McClintic-Marshall Corp.
ing advantages of hollow
box or tubular construction,
shapes, showing the strik-
shows the comparative
ent Sections - Fig. 12
H sections and I beams
and these properties
are listed in Appendix II.
(6) Comparative
Efficiencies of Differ-
and K by the preceding
formulas has been made
for standard structural
Fig. 12
D = (B+z)2+ w(f+~t
B + f + z
Where
For sloping sided flange sections
For parallel sided flange sections
(n+f)2+ w(f+~)
D =
2f + n
Sections Having Rigidity S-trengthEquQI Areas
CD e 100.0 100.0
-
CD G G37.0 33l..0
0) 0 5.5 18.0
0) •
70.0 <02..0
-- -- -
® •
88.0 74.0
,@ 0 34\.0 2,80.0(Appro)(.) (Appro/(.)
(j) I 9.9 Zz..Z(Nearly E.xact) (D i sregon:!iogS"\re~5 COl1cen~roti~
® I f,w'~n \ I.G 22.8lNe9r1y Exad) (Appro)(.)
®1 '=,1\1 Fi~ed E.nd!> 78.\ 35.3I.e Ul, "-G" .. (Apprb~.) (Approx.)
, IJ
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These advantages would not wholly obtain if the section were
built up by use of bolts or rivets.
Vi TORSIONAL DESIGN
(1) General.:,Gte.tement - Structural members are often
dalled upon to carry torsional loads; generally as a second-
a~y factor combined *ith bendirtg o~ direct si~ess~ ~~oble~s
f ) \
involving the bending of unsymmetrical sections; and problems
of elastic stability, such as the buckling of flanges during
bending, also require a lU10wledge of torsional properties.
In the design of relatively short beams to carry
torsional loads considerable advantage may be obtained by
fixing the ends t resulting in increased strength and rigid-
ity, with corresponding decrease of angular deflection. Ex-
ternal fixity is not needed--it is only necessary to box in
the two flanges at each end and thereby prevent as nearly as
possible, their relative warping. The two flanges then act
as two rectangular fixed ended beams carrying a lateral dis-
placement, mutually opposed in direction.
In designing relatively long beams, the end effect
rapidly tapers out toward the center j and the formulas for
pure torsion, free-ended~ will be adequate and simpler in
their application. It would still be of practical advantage
and a means of additional safety, however, to box up the
ends of the beam.
"'; ,
- 19
(2) ~ee-Ended' Tor~ion - If a beam is to be de~1gned
as free-ended~ only shearing stresses need by considered~ Re-
•
gardless of wh~t partial restraint does eiist as an incident-
al feature of the details, such a design Will be on the safe
side.
The critical shearing stresses Will occur along the
O1iter surfac~ 'of the be~m where the material is thickest 1
generally along the outside center-line of the flange'and
along the inside reentry fi11ets.
The following formula is proposed for the maximum
shearing stress in the flange of an H,or I beam in free ended
torsion. For parallel sided flange sections,
T(D+n)
sF == 2K
For sloping flange sections,
sF =
T(D+m)
2K
Shear stress in web,
Tw
K
(2'l)
(28)
While equation (28) is in accord with torsional
theory it gave results which proved low by comparison with
actual tests. Tge following tentative formula was found to
give better agreement.
_ T (w+O .3ff)
Sw -
2K
(29)
f = fillet radius. This equation was adopted for
use in the present investigation.
(See Fig. 9 for notation)
- 20
More accurate stress formulas might be developed
by further use of soap film tests, taking slope measure-
ments at critical points, and testing sections with various
ratios of web, fillet, and flange as was done in determin-
ing the torsion constant. An equation somewhat like equa-
tion (29) will give practically the same values for flange
stress as (27)
s = T(n+0.3f)
K
(30)
Equation (27) wes used in the present investiga.tion.
(3) Concentration of Shearing Stress at Reentry
Fillet - At the reentry fillet of an I-beam
torsional shearing stress concentrations occur due to the
sharp curvature of the fillet which causes a "piling up"
of stress. These stresses ore mostly of a local nature
and do not greatly influence the yielding of the beam as
a whole. While they do not necessarily govern the design
of the beam they are important in the study of adequate
fillet sizes and in thedetermination of' loads producing
strain lines in the fillets. In a beam subjected both to
flexural and torsional stresses the total stress concen-
tration at the fillet is the sum of the stresses due to
these two causes, Professor Westergaard shows how the
shearing stresses du.e to bending cause a concentration at
the fillet of the juncture between web and flange, and
several investi~tions have pointed out the concentration
- 21
of torsion stresses at the fillet. In order to get the
combined effect it is therefore necessary to add together
the concentrated stress due to bending and that due to
torsion. Professor Westergaard's analysis of the concen-
~ration of shearing stresses at the fillet is given in his
paper presented herewith as Appendix Io
The concentration of torsional stress at the fillet
between flange and web is illustrated in Fig. 13 for the
formulas developed by Foppl(9), Trefftz(8), Timoshenko(5) ,
and westergaard(APpendix I), and for soap film experiments
carried.out by Griffith and Taylor(3), and by Cushman(13).
It is noted that all curves indicate a rapid increase in
stress concentration with the decrease of the ratio fib be-
tween the radius of the fillet and the thickness of the
section next to the fillet 9 particularly for ratios less
than 1.0. Strain lines will therefore appear at relatively
small torsional moment for sections having small fillets.
As the fillets become increasingly large another
factor is introduced as the increased stress due to the
greater thickness of material becomes of more importance.
The rigidity of the beam is increased in proportion to the
third power of the thickness while the stress varies di-
rectly with the thickness. Hence, for any given moment
the stress would actually decrease. The curveQf soap film
tests by Griffi th and Taylor indic~.te this reverse effect
but further experiments along this line should be conduct-
ed to more definitely establish these relations.

- 22
(4) Fixed-Ended Torsion
;",;,.,,;
(a) As~u.m~ion~.£9:Notation - If the ends of
h non-circular section are fixed in some manner so as to
prevent ~ree warping of the end section we no longer have
pure torsion.
Various in~estigators have studied this problem;
FOPP1}7), TimOSherikb(5), Sonntgg(7), a~d others. Red~ritly
an investigation was made on channel sections at the Uni-
versity of Illinois(lO). These investigators have gener-
ally been concerned with the problem of elastic equilib-
rium involved in the side buckling and twisting of a beam
in bending without lateral support. Hence the torsion
problem has been a secondary issue.
In the present tests both ends of strUctural beams
have been fixed by welding on heavy end plates and addi-
tional side stiffening plates between the flanges at each
end of the beam. The major stiffening effect produced is
that of fix-
-------
ing the
flanges rel-
ative t. each
other. (Refer
to Fig. 14)
Fig. 14
- 23
The prevention of the' indi vidual warping of the comp,onent
rectangular parts would taper out so rapidly that it would
be of negligible importance. But by fixing the flanges
with respect to each other, the effect of two opposed fixed
ended beams is produced, as illustrated in Fig. 14.
The following assumptions have been made:
(l) The flanges remain at right angles to the web.
,
(2) That the ~ngular deflection is small compared with
the length of the beam.
(3) The bending of each flange about its weaker axes is
a negligible factor.
(4) That a point on the neutral axis of one flange can
be located with sufficient accur&cy by coordin~tes
(x,y) measured along and perpendicul~t to the orig-
inal position of the ~xes.
(5) The two ends of the beam are held between mutually
parallel planes as twisting takes place.
(6) That the displacement of the flanges due to beam ac-
tion is due to ben~ing only, i.e" lateral shearing
deflection is neglected. (A correction is afterwards
made for shearing deflection in very short beams).
{7} ~ = Moment of Inertia of one flange about the web
axis. This is very close and of great conveni-
ence in the case of standard I and H beams for
which Iy is given in all handbooks.
The following notation in addition to that given
in Fig. 9 will be used:
h~E(; ~~-
a = 2 m = 0.806 hVK' for steel
Iy = Moment of Inertia of the section about the
cemter line of the web.
T = External tw i sting moment.
.
')
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Tu = Torque required to twist beam in free-
ended condition.
M' = Bending ~oment developed by one flange in
the plane of its stronger axis.
Q = Total lateral shearing force developed by
one flange.
f t = longitudinal fiber stress in flange due
to bending.
• = Total angle of twist which any section
turns through.
1.- = Length 0 f the beam.
h = Distance between flange centroids.
For sloping fl~ge sections:
2/ Z2)h s d - 3\n++ ;;n
h = d _ m+n
2
(Sufficiently accurate
for practical purposes).
(b}-Derivation of General Equations - Consider now
or approximately
the equilibrium of
y= Deflection
(l of Flonge
any cut section as
shown in Fig. 15.
The outer torsional
moment must be re-
sisted by internal
moment of the re-
sisting forces and
we have:
Fig. 15 T = Tu + Qh (31)
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·,·In terms of the chosen coordinates we have approx'"
imatel¥ the relation:
::~dx
~. ~ 2KG,d:l
Tu :: KG d'" - -h -dJl: ' : X (32)
),,',1 '.
We, may also write, assuming that the larger moment of
inertia of one flange is equal to Iy/2,
EIy d'6y
--- === -Q,
2 dxB
(33)
(34)
(32) and (33), we have:Considering e~ations (31),
Ely d3y 2KG ely -T
--=--:;- --::-
2 dx, h 2 dx h
Differentiating with respect to x, and substituting
_h.{EIy
a - 2 KG we get:
a2d4y _ d2y :: 0 (35)
dx4 dx2
(36)+ C + DxY =: Asinh!. + Bcosh !.a a
We get as a general solution of this differential
equation:
(c) Torsion with Both Ends Restrained - By proper
evaluation of the constants for the conditions obt~ining
in a beam fixed at both ends, we get--
Tha( x )l . x xy :: '"-- cosh - tanh - - slnh - + - -
. 2KG a 2a a a'
for x :: O. - Y = ~(:Q. - 2to.nh..&..):: total
A.. 2KG a 2a
tanh ~
deflection
(37)
(38)
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The moment in each flange
M = Ely d2y
2 dx2"
t ~
where u = 2a - a
Ta sinh u
h cosh ~/2a (39)
wld further the shear in each flange:
Ely d3y -T 60sh uQ='--=
2 dx3 h cosh ~/2a (40)
(41)
The longitudinal stresses along the outer fibres
of the flanges will be given by:
Me Mb Tab sinh u
f = I = I y = hly cosh R.72a
Critical stress will be either longitudinal stresses
at the end of the beam or the sum of the lateral and torsion-
al shearing stresses at the center of the beam.
At the end of the beam u = ~t so we have,
f = Tab tanh ~
hly , 2a
And at the center of the
Qc = T sech' i =
h 2a h
beam u = 0, giving,
T
cosh 2./2a
(42 )
(43)
At the center of the beam both the lateral and
torsional shearin~ unit stresses will be maximum in the
middle of the flange.
By the simpl~ beam theory, the lateral shearing
unit stress will be:
For parallel fl~nge sections,
s _ (3Q ) Q,b 2
- 2 area one flange = 4Iy (44)
s =
For sloping flange sections we obtain
Qb2 (2n + m}
l2mIy
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(45)
For torsional shearing stress' .at the center of the
bea.m, we consider again the approximate formulas propvsed
in equations (27) and (29). In place of K, the torsion
constant. we must now use an equivalent constant which is
measured by the rate of angular twist at the center of the
beam.
To obtain this, we differentiate equation (37) with
point •.respect to x, giving the slope of the flange ~ at any
dx
The unit angular twist ~ ::~ and from this relation
dx h dx
the substitution of x = ~/2 we get an expression for 8c
and
=£t
dx
(46)
at the center.
e
c
- T~OSh(~/2~~
- KG~OSh(o./2~ ]
This deriv.ation has been based on the assumption(6)
that deflection is due to bending only, As we shorten the
beam, however, shearing deflection becomes of increasing
importance and needs to be considered,
S. Timoshenko(6) has indicated a strain energy
method for calculating the deflection due to shear when
cross-sections are constro.ined from warping. By combin-
ing his result for the simple cantilever beam we may ob-
tain the following correction ,for a fixed-ended beam with
point of inflexion at the center:
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and denoting the "equivalent" torsion constant at the
center by Cc , we have:
(47)
(48)
Using Cc as the measure of torsional shear de-
veloped at the center of the beam in place of K and
combining equations (27) with equations (44) and (43)
we get the following exp.ressions for combined torsional
and lateral shearing stresse~.
(d) Total Maximum Shearing Stress at Center of
of Beam (Along center line of flange) -
For parallel flange sections:
s = TI.· b2 . + (D+n))
\4hIyCOsht~/2a)· 2C e
For sloping flange sections:
s = T( b2(2n+m~ + D+m)
l2hmly co sh 9-/ 2a 2C c
(49)
L
And the stress in the web may be computed by:
= T(w+0.3f)
Ce
(50)
..--c:
(e) Total. Twistin£-peflections of Fixed-
Ended B_~~ - We have in equation (48) an
equivalent torsion constant based on the unit angular
I
twist at the center of the beam. We desire to obtain
a measure of the total twisting deflection of the beam
over the whole length and can do this effectively by
evaluating an average equivalent torsion constant which
will be denoted as CA.
The expression for total angular twist is then:
(51)
For very shorD beams most of the deflection is
shearing deflection and. Cc approaches. CA in value. We
have in equation· (38) 8.n expression for the total de-
flection of the flanges due to bending onlY6 From
equation (38) CA may be evaluated insofar as bending
deflections are concerned.
The ratio of CAlc c reduces to the following ex-
pression:
CAICc I: (COSh
h· ~- 1cos 2a-
~\_(2a sinh Q..\2a) l 2a)
(52)
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. The graph of cA/c c is given on Fig. 16. permit-
ting the quick calculation of CA after Cc is known. Ai
the length approaches zero, CA should approach Cc in
value and the curve on Fig. 17 gives the reduction to be
made in CA for various ~/b ratios in terms of a factor
to be multiplied by (CA-C c )
As an example, let:
Cc = 6.00 by formula (48)
~/2~ = 2.00
9-/b = 5.00
From Fig. 16, CA/C c c 1.42
From Fig. 17, Reduction = (0.42){0.105) = ,.044
CA = 6.00 (1.42 - .044·) = 8.28
(t) Torsion with One End Fixed and One End
Unrestrained - It will often occur in cases of
combined bending and torsion that one end of the beam will
be relatively unrestrained while the other end is fixed.
At the free end there will be no lateral shearing stresses
in the flanges and the shearing stress formulas (27) for
free end torsion will apply. The evaluation of equation
(36) for these end conditions gives the following.
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Maximum bendine moment in flange at the restrained
end: Mmax z: Ta tanh Jl (53)h a
Maximum direct fi~re stress in o~ter edges of the
flanges at the restrained end:
f .. t.~}.hanh JL
hly a
The tot~l angle of twist is given by:
Ta[9.. ~~~ b~- - - tanh - 1+0 74-KG a a' t 2 (55)
The preceding equation will be accurate for all exoept
very short beums."
Fig. 18 shows the applieation o.f the proposed
formulas for maximum longitudin~l and shearing stresses
to varying lengths of an 8 by 8-in. H-beam fixed at both
ends. It is noted that for lengths ranging between about
one and nine feet the longi-
Genera \ " \ e\."\.
tudinal stresses bnsed on an
~llowable unit stress of
22,000 lb. per sq.in. deter.
mine the design. For very
short lengths and for long
lengths the shearing stresses
9
~ ,..
r
h
ere critical.
(g) Design of End
Connection - It is suggested
End Sed-ion that the end connections be
built as is illustrated in
Fig. 19. Connections of this
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type proved very satisf~ctory in the actual torsion tests
and provided comparatively complete end fixity. The pur-
pose of the end plates is to prevent relative warping of
the flanges and the following approximate analysis should
serve as a guide in the design.
The moment in one flange at the end is obtained
from equation (39)
M = ~ tanh .~
h 2a
(56)
The length ~Should be measured as the overall length.
Let: Q = total shear of the beam in stiffening plate
g = distance between stiffening plates.
Then if the stiffening pl~tes alone are assumed
to fix the ends of the beam we will have:
M I:: Qg
Substituting in (56) we obtain:'
Q, =~ tanh 9-hg 2a
(57)
(58)
The stiffener plate is welded to both flanges and
to the end plate as well. The stiffener and the adjoin-
ing portion of the end plate act as a short fixed-ended
beam holding the flanges in place. No attempt was made
t~ analyze the load distribution and the design of the
test beams was largely & matter of jUdgment.
The following suggestions for end are tentatively
made as the result of the tests:
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(1) L~ngth of stiffener along the beam should be
equal to about 3/4 width of the flange for H sections and
equal to the full flange width for I-beams.
(2) The thickness of the stiffener plate material
should be greater than that of the web thickness or great-
er than one-tenth the length of the stiffener plate along
the beam.
(3) The stiffeners should be macpined to a tight
fit between the flanges and welded to flange and end plate
continuously on the outer portion.
(4) The end plates should have a thickness equal
to twice the maximum thickness of beam material ..
(5) The bEam should be cut square ~nd welded to
the end plate with a contin-uous tillet'"weld :about the
entire beam end.
The stiffener plate and the weld between it and
the flange should be designed to resist the shear as com-
puted by equation (54).
(5) Combined Bending and Torsion - The problem of
combined bending and torsion occurs when loads producing
bending are eceentrically applied with respect to the cen-
troidal axis of the beam. If the loading is symmetrical
with respect to the length of the beam, the total torsional
moment will be equally divided between the two halves of
the beam and each end connection must be designed for half
the total torque. It is also to be noted that the torsional
(59)
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moment will be balanced about the center part of the beam
<
and this section will be restrained from warping regard-
less of whether or not the extreme ends are restrained.
It will be necessary to combine the stresses due
to bending with those due to torsion at critical points.
At the center of flange at places of maximum combined tor-
sional and flexural moment, the shearing stresses due to
torsion may be combined with the direct stress due to
bending to-give the maximum
principal stress by the
following formula:
f(ma~.principal stress)=
f",~
- '2 + 'J "4 + s'"
~he graphical solution of
this equation is shown in
Fig. 20 Fig. 20.
The longitudinal stresses in the flanges due t3
torsionally restrained ends are maximum along the outer
fibres of the flanges at points of r~straint. These
stresses are similar in natur~ to secondary stresses,
affecting initially only a sma~l part of the flange and
generally not a prim~ry c~use of general failure. It
is recommended therefore 3 that they be added directly
to the .direct stress due to :bending and that the allow-
able stress be raised to :,that wni,ah is used for second-
ary stress analysis.
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The applied torsional moment may vary along the
beam and a diagram of its variation.will be shaped like
the vertical shear diagram for the direct loads producing
bending o Exact solutions for special cases may be made
by solving equation (34) with the substitution for T of T
as a function of X.
(5) ~esign Examples -
(a) General Remarks - The most economic struc~
tural H or I beam for torsional strength is one in which
the material is most nearly of constant thickness through-
out and is as thick and compact as obtainable. Column sec-
tions with parallel sided flanges and of the heaviest roll-
ing in each series most nearly satisfy these requirements.
The torsional design should be made with ends assumed
free in the case of riveted or bolted end connections; any
percentage of end fixity incidentally present will simply
provide an a~ditional factor of safety. Only shearing
stresses as computed by equations ~7) and (29) need be con-
sidered 1n free end design.
Beams with boxed in and continuously welded end con-
nectiens will be somewhat stiffer and stronger depending on
the length. Both longitudinal stresses and shearing stresses
must be considered (see Fig.l8). Tests indicate that the
shearing stresses generally determine the yield point of the
beam as a whole. The local direct stresses at the ends af-
fect initially only a small portion of the beam and are in
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the nature of secondary stresses. Shearing yield on the
other hand takes place along the entire beam length. The
allowable direct fibre stress will be made 22;000 lb.per
sq. in. in the present discussion. It is suggested that
allowable fibre stresses usual in secondary stress design
be applied in general to these stresses.
(b) General Data -
22,000 lboper sq. in. for secondary
stresses due to fixed end torsion
(f =(((( s =
E =
G =
12,000 lb. per sq. in.
29,000,000)
') Poisson's Ratio = 0.30
11,150,000)
1 degree = 0.01745 radians
Allowable))
Working ))
Stresses )
1 radian = 57.30 degrees
~ = overall length of beam including
stiffeners along which a uniform
torsional moment is assumed to act.
NOTE: Computations in these problems were made with a
10-inch slide rule.
(c) Desisn Example A - A long beam with torsional
deflection limited.
Assumed Conditions - A beam 20 ft. long to resist a total
torsional moment of 20,000 in-lb. with maximum total twist
under load limited to 1.2 degrees.
Procedure for Design as Free Ended - (1) De-
termine the unit angle of twist e in radians per inch.
8 = 1~2 x 0.01745 = 0.0000872 radians per inch
20 x 12
- 3'7
(2) Calculate required K from equation (7)
T 20 000 4
K 10= Ge :: 11";1"50,15'00 x 0.0000872 :: 20.6 in.
(3) Refer to tables of K values and pick out the·
most economical section.
BlOb, 10 x 10 at 124 lb. per ft. with K = 20.37 will be
satisfactory. We may depend on the end connection to
provide a few per cent additional rigidity and allow a
small tolerance in picking sections.
(d) Desi~n Example B - Analysis of the torsional
strength of a short beam with different end connections.
General Data - B8b, 8 x 8 at 67 Ib.per ft.
9- = 5' 6" overall = 66 in.
K = 5.145 in. 4
I y fI 88.6 in .. 4
n = 0.933 in ..
b = 8.287 in.
D :: 1.206 in.
h :: (9.000)-(0.933)=8.067 in.
a :: O.806h{¥ = 27.0 in.
. K
Q 66 1.22 in.- :: -::2a 54
cosh ~ 1.8412- ::2a
tanh t 0 0 8397-::2a
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: Free-End.ad Working strength -' From equation
(27) T = 2Ks = (2) (5.145)(1~000) = 57 700 in-lb.
D+n 1.206 + 0.933 '
Fixed-Ended Working strength - (a) Based on
Shear
Compute the equivalent torsion constant Cc for the center
of the beam
C
by equation (48).
== 5.145 f. 1. 8412~ t 1 ~ ==
. ~1.8412-1) ~+2. 95(8~~9) 2)
. 410.77 in.
Then from equation (49)
T " [ e.2/
2
,ooo + L.206+0.933~ = 1~=:~~~
~4) (8~067) (88.6) (1.841) (2) (10.86)~
(b) Based on longitudinal fiber stresses at ends
(tension or compression). From equation (42)
T == 22 000 == 84.000 in-lb.
G
27.0) (8.287) (0.8397)(8.067)(88.6)
The longitudinal stresses therefore determine the design of
the beam and the allowable torsional moment is 84,000 in-lb.
(c) Design of end connection (see page 31)
The shear to be resisted by the end plate is com-
puted by equation (54).
g = 6.5 in. (assumed).
Q c- (84,OOO)(27.0)(0~8397) == 36,300 lb.
(8.067) (6.5) .
s =
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A 5/8-in~ plate fitted into the 7.13 in~ space between the
flanges and 6 in. in length ~long the beam will satisfy
the requirement's suggested on page 33. Assume a 5/8-in.
fillet weldbetween stiffener and flange •.
g = 8.827 - (3)(5/8) = 6.41
6.5 0 8Q =~ x 36 3 0 ~ 36, 00 lb.
6.41 '
The stress in the plate is~
36,800 = 9800 lb. per sq.in.
(5/8) {6}
and in the weld:
36.,800
s =~ x 139,000 = 11 1 100 lb. per sq.in.7.5
which is below the 11,300 lb. per sq.,in. limit speci-
fied by the A.B.W~S. recommendations~
VI. TEST RESULTS
(1) Soap B~bble Tests
(a) Purpose and program - The purpose of the
_._--
present series of tests was that or aecurately evaluat-
ing the torsion cOllstant of stl'Uctural H and I sections ..
Specifically this problem narrowed down to determining
the added torsional rigidity introduced by the juncture
of two rectangles, with fillets at the reentrw corners,
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over and above the torsional rigidity of these rectangles
treated as separate mcmbors. The problem was therefore
that of determining a in e~~ation (18). In order to es-
tablish the value of a ~or any shaped section it was
necessary to consider two variables, Ri' the ratio of web
to flange thickness, and R2, the ratio of fillet radius
to flange thickness. It was further essential to study
sections with sloping flanges as well as those with par-
allel sides.
A program of tests was outlined to cover a wide
range of the two variables, Rl ,and R2. While it would
have been desirable to measure the slopes of the bubbles
and thereby study the stresses, particularly in the fill-
ets, such a study would have greatly reduced the total
number of tests possible. It was thought better to de-
finitely establish the torsion constant in ~hich case it
was only necessary to measure the volume of the displaced
bubble. In each series a basic web and flange thickness
was adopted and after testing the section with zero fillet
radius, the variously sized fillets were cut away in se-
quence as pictured in Fig. 21.
(b) Apparatus - Fig. 22 shows a general view of
the apparatus set up for operation. The equipment con-
sisted of two essential parts; (I) the volume displace-
ment apparatus and (2) the box holding and measuring the
soap films.
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The ~olume displacement chamber was fuade with a
. ,~
250 cc flask to the bottom of whiCh was welded a drainage
tube with a stop-cock. A two-hole rubber co~k in the top
of the fl~sk received a 50 co burette, graduated to 0.1 cc,
. i
and a glass tube for transmitting air to t~e box. All
joints were treated with white lead paint and were ai~
tight.
The receptacle for holding the soap films is shown
in Fig. 23 and is detailed in Fig. 24. The lower part con-
sisted of a flat plate to which was soldered the double box
frame made of one inch square bars welded together. Thumb
screws in each of the four corners provided a means of sup-.
porting and leveling the apparatus. Eight stud bolts were
fitted in the plate to receive and tighten down the upper
box with wing nuts and washers. The entry tube for air from
the volume displacer was of brass". screw threaded at the end
to enter a, tapped hole in the lower frame. The air had free
access to both lower chambers by means of a recess in the
end of the lower frame center piece. The top of the lower
frame was machined to receive the two aluminum test pieces.
The detachable upper frame was made in the same shape as the
lower part and machined on both faces. The small clip angles
welded on the upper frame had holes in their outstanding legs
to receive the eight bolts from the lower frame. Two holes
from each of the upper chambers permitted escape of displaced
air. All joints in the apparatus were sealed. Over the
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upper chamber rested a removable section of 1/4-in. plate
glass fitted with a pointed micrometer for measuring the
height of the circular bubble.
(c) Test Plates - The test plates were made from
stock aluminum sheets O.05-in. thick. The holes were laid
out with a scribe and roughed in with a power jig-saw.
Small steel files were used to cut clos€ to the line and
the final shaping was made with fine emery cloth. The un-
der side of the cut was beveled as shown in Fig. 25.
Vl}/////y \Ul///l//\
Fig. 25
At the end of the web it was desired to provide dis-
continuity to the bubble, and a small section of steel angle
with machined surfaces was provided for this purpose. Fig.
26 shows the entire series after the tests had been made.
Fig. 26
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The method of volume measurement used in the pre-
sent investigation was that of measuring directly the total
displacement of the two bubbles, and subtracting from the
total increase in volume the calculated volume of the cir-
cular bubble. Water from a burette is introduced into an
air tight compartment which serves as a displacement cham-
ber. The displaced air is transmitted into the soap film
apparatus to displace the soap bubbles. The total volume
of the water introduced Will not be exactly equal to the
total volume of the bubbles because of the slight increase
of pressure'in the compartment. An experimentally deter-
mined correction .curve must therefore be made preliminary
to the actual tests. This correction is based upon tests
CJbetween sections of known torsional properties. The pre-
ceding method of volume measurement proved to be rapid,
convenient, and accurate.
(d) Test Results - As stated above.,..~.it was neces-
sary to establish a correction factor which when multiplied
by the volume of water drained from the burette would give
the actual net volume of the displaced soap bubbles. To
insure that the pressure change during each test be a con-
stant, the same initial and final height of the circular
bubble was used during each trial. Four circular index
holes were made in all, these having diameters of 2.000,
2~lO', 2.250, and 2.400 inches. In addition a square cali-
bration seetion was made 2.001 by 2.001 inches in size and
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a 1.000 by 5.000-inch rectangle was also cut. These sec-
tions and circles of known torsional properties were tested
against each other so'as to give the proper correction fac-
tor to use for various proportions of volume. The two
variables best adapted to serve as a base for the correction
factor were: first, the total volume of water (Vw) intro-
duced from the burette, and second, the known volume of the
circular bubble fV41calculated from the measured height.
The correction factors were evaluated in terms of the ratio
0.5 per cent and the er-
The results are shown graphically ~n Fig. 27.Vw
Vc •
the points are within a range of
Most of
ror in the tests should therefore be less than 0 0 5 per cent.
The test results are shown graphically in Fig. 28
and 29. It will be noted that most of the scattered points
occur along the lines of 0.0 and 0.2 fillet radius. These
. variations may be due to the difficulty in machining the
plates with the small fillets. a very slight inaccuracy
causing considerable variation in the diameter of the in-
scribed circle D. A further difficulty is encountered in
the plates of zero fillet radius due to the tendency of the
soap film to jump across these sharp corners. Most of the
structural beams actu~lly rolled have ratios of Rl and R2
both greater than 0.5 and in this area it will be seen that
the data are quite consistent.
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(2) Tests of Steel Beams
(~) Purpose - The torsion tests made 011 steel
beams were made with several objects in view. The sections
themselves were chosen so as to give as great as possible a
'range in shape and size. and tests of certain unusual shaped
sections which are not at present standard were nevertheless
valuable in the present investigation.
Free ended tests were made on a number of beams in
order to check the results of the soap film experiments and
corresponding method of calculating the torsion constant.
In these tests the distribution of shearing stress was stud-
ied, and a check obtained on the proposed approximate formu-
las for stress.
Fixed ended tests were made on different shaped
beams and the effect of variations in the length was stud-
ied. A type of end connection design was developed to give'
a considerable degree of fixity.
(b) Apparatus - ~ first torsion machine was built
to test beams three feet long welded at the ends to one-inch
. plates. It had a capacity of 200,000·-inch-pounds and was
used in connection with a standard four-screw O~sen testing
machine.of 300,000 lb. capacity. The torsional moment was
transmitted by two cross beams which acted in compression
through rollers to apply a twisting m~ment to two I-beams
fixed to the end plate of the test specimen. The machine
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functioned. properly but only one test was made with it. A
simpler and more flexible machine was designed as an out-
growth of th.e first; the new machine operating on the
same general principle but applying the twist by means of
cables and sheaves instead of rollers in compression.
A standard Olsen Torsion machine of 26,000 in-lb.
capacity was used to test 3-in. I beams fixed ended, of
variou~ lengths. It was also used for torsion tests of
round bar samples of all material to determine the shear-
ing modulus of elasticity.
The cable torsion rig, illustrated in Fig. 30 and
31 had an ultimate capacity of 800,000 in-lb. and was ap-
plicable to either free ended or fixed ended .tests. Most
of the large beams were tested in lengths of six feet but
two tests each were made on beams one foot six inches and
three feet long, by means of the same sheaves and cables
adapted for use with shorter top and bottom beams. During
the tests of light beams5/8-in. diameter cables were used
because of their flexibility and ease of handling, but in
the tests of the heavier and shorter sections the cable
was cha.nged to l'i114 .dlameter in order to develop the full
capacity of the machine.
The sheaves were made of 2-in. thick mater~al and
were machined to a 17-in. minimum diameter. A hole bored
through one of the diameters allowed continuous action and
•e·
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Fig. 31
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reversing of the cable without fouling or tntroducing of
bending moment. The sheaves were welded to two-inch thick
rectangular end plates which were tapped to receive the
bolts passing through the end plates. The pulling beams
(B15a at72) were eight feet in length and the flanges
were slotted at each end to allow passage of the connect-
ing plates which received the cable socket pin and trans-
mitted the load directly to the web by means of welds.
This machine gave perfect satisfaction in every
respect and was easily dismantled and set up. During
tests the. apparatus was in such a state of balance that
the heavy pUlling beams could be easily tilted either way
by hand while maintaining a heavy torsional load on the
test specimen.
Measuring Devices - The Lev~ Bar illustrated in
Fig. 32 was built to measure the change in relative alti-
tude of two points three inches apart. It was used to
measure relative angle changes in all of the beam tests.
The micrometer was verniered to give readings to 1/10,000
of an inch and the level bubble was sensitive to micrometer
changes of about 3/10,000 of an inch. The total range of
the instrument was about 90 30' plus or minus from original
level position.
The Torsion Meter - This instrument was used in the
torsion tests of round bars in the 26,000-in.lb. capacity
Olsen torsion machine to measure the angular twist over a
Fig. 32
~ 47a
4'7b
Fig. 34
Fig. 35
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three-inch portion of the bar. This device, consisted of
two steel collars attached by pointed thumb screws to the
bar and provided with two 1/1000 Ames dials for measuring
the tangential displacements. The instrument was the same
as that used and described in a previous investigation at
the Fritz Laboratory*.
Huggenberger Tensometers - Through the courtesy of
,
the Baldwin-Southwark Corporation of Philadelphia, 16 ten-
someters were loaned to the university during these tests,
making 20 available in all. These were used to obtain the ~
strains at all critical points during tests and their use
is well-illustrated in Fig. 33, 34, and 35.
Fig. 33 shows the entire set up for torsion test
T-21. Tensometers for measuring longitudinal fiber stresses
due to secondary bending in the flanges are in p~sitiQn along
the top of the beam and those for measuring the combined lat-
eral and torsional shear at the center are inclined at an
angle of 45°.
Fig. 34 shows a 'closeup of the shear tensometers on
the outer surface of the flange and Fig. 35 shows those
measuring the shear distribution in the web of a 12~in. I
beam in test T-29.
- - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* SHEARING PROPERTIES AND POISSON'S RATIO OF STRUCTURAL AND
ALLOY STEELS by Inge Lyse and H. J. Godfrey,
A.S.T.M. Proceedings, 1933.
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(c) Test Procedure and Method - In each torsion
test, whether fixed or free-ended., there were three prin-
cipal objectives; first, to learn as much as possible about
the strain and stress distribution; second to measure the
torsional stiffness, or ratio of torsional load to angular
twist; and third, to learn the useful torsional load carry-
ing limit of the beam as a whole.
The strain and stress distribution was studied in
two ways; first, by use of Huggenberger tensometers, which
are sensitive to changes in strain corresponding to from
150-300 lb. per sq. in. in stress, depending on the model
type:;. secondly, the beams were whitewashed wi th a mixture
of water and hydrated lime which showed the distribution
and location of the first surface strain-slip lines.
In figuring the stresses from the observed strains
the following values of physical constants ware used.
E ~ 29,000,000 Ib~ per sq.in~
G = 11,150,000 Ib~ per sq~in.
}l = 0.30
The torsional stiffness was gaug~i by measuring the
relative angle changes between two points along the beam by
use of the level bar. In the free-ended tests the angle
changes were measured over a 36-inch length along the center
portion of the beam. In the fixed-ended beam the unit angle
change varied along the length and a measure of the average
stiffness was obtained by measuring the relative rotation of
the end plates and of points a short distance from each end
where the reinforcing ended.
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The yield point of the beam as a whole was ob-
tained by a study of the torque-twist diagrams together
with a knowledge of the load when first strain-slip lines
appeared. In a few cases a definite drop of the beam was
noted and this was in such case taken as the yield point.
In most of the tests the yield point was taken as the tor-
sional moment corresponding to the point on the torque-
twist diagram where the cotangent of the slope was 1-1/2
times the value of the cotangent of the slope of the
straight portion.
(d) Test Results
General Data • Table II gives a general summary
of all the tests made including dimensions of beams and com-
puted K values based on actual dimensions. The dimensions
were obtained by means of micrometers and calipers. Read-
ings were taken at a number of different places on the beam
and averages from them were used to calculate the weight of
the beam per foot of length. The beams were also actually
weighed and any disorepancy between computed and actual
weight was taken care of by adjusting the average measured
dimension to give the actual weight n
Table III present~· the physical properties based on
tests of samples taken from the test beams. The tensile
values are based on the average of two tests of A.S.T.M.
standard two-inch gage length tension test specimens. The
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torsion tests and slotted-plate shear tests were made in
the same manner as ~escribed in a previous investigation
at the Fritz Engineering .1ahoratory (p .48) • The tensile
test specimens and round bar torsion specimens were cut
in most cases from the material where the flange and web
join, as it is at this point that critical torsional
stresses develop. The material for the slotted plate
test specimens was cut from the webs of the beams.
Free~Ended Tests - Free-ended tests were made on
eight beams*. The purpose of these tests has been previ-
, ously discussed. The beams were held in the torsion rig
i~ means of two bolts at each end which passed with a loose
fit through the web and through the two angles, the angles
being welded to end plates whic'h were in turn bolted to the
sheave plates of the testing rig. Torsional moment was ap-
plied by means of lugs welded to the end plates which en-
I
gaged the flanges of the test specimens. The flanges were
thus free to warp and the beams were almost entirely unre-
strained at the ends. Fig. 36 shows the details at one end
of the largest beam tested and is typical of all the free
end tests which were made, Fig, 38 shows the entire setup
during the same test. Fig. 38 and 39 show typical torque-
twist diagrams of two of the tests (T-26 and T-31). Fig.40
and 41 show the stress distrib~tion based on tensometef
* At the date of writing test T-32 has yet to be made.
Data will be furnished on this test when available.
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•readings taken in these same tests. The tensometers were
placed on the flange ~nd web surface about the center
cross section of the beams and were set at an angle of 45°
with the longitudinal axis of the beam in order to measure
one of the principal strains which in the case of pure
shear will be equal in both directions. Fig. 34 showed
the tensometers in position for measuring shear on the
flange surface of an eight-inch beam.
The data of actual stresses from tensometer read-
ings were available at only a limited number of points. In
drawing the curves of stress distribution the data have
been supplemented by known facts, deducible from the gen-
eral torsional theory, soap bubble tests and from the ac-
tual beam tests, i.eo,
(1) The shearing stress equals zero at outside
corners.
(2) There is a "hump" in the stress curve at
the outside center of the flange, particularly so if
the fillets and web thickness are relatively large as
compared with the flange thickness~
(3) The shearing.stress on the surface of the
flange and web is approximately proportional to the
thickness of the material •
Table IV summarizes the results obtained in the,
free end tests.
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There is good agreement shown in the table between
the torsion constant computed from the measured dimensions
and that obtained from the test results. The test K was
obtained from the, slope of the torque-twist diagram and
from equation (7).
or
T = KG9
TK =-G6
The maxtmum variation for K of tes.t results was
6.7 per cent and the average of seven tests was 2.26 per
cent. It is noted that K for the heaviest beam tested was
about two hundred times greater than the lightest and that
the corresponding test agreement for these tests was 0.9
per cent and 0.0 per cent variation.
The shearing stress computed by equatiqn 27 gave
average stresses seven per cent lower than those based on
tensometer readings. The stresses in the web by equation
28, which should be .theoretically correct, were much lower
than as figured from tensometer readings and equation 29
was suggested on the basis of these tests, which are of
course not complete enough to definitely substantiate its
adoption. However, both equation 27 and equation 29 are
believed to be usable for practical design purposes with
ordinary values of allowable shearing unit stress.
The following special remarks apply to the indi-
vidual free-end tests:
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T-12: Strain lines appeared along fillets at 13,500
in~lb; along outside center line of flange at 15,200 in-lb.
Yield point of beam as determined by slope of torque-twist
diagram was 15,900 in~lb.
T-22: In this test the freedom of the ends from re-
straint was checked by means of tensometers placed longitu-
dinally near the ends. The strains were negligible.
The first shear strain line along the center line
of the flange appeared at 21,210 in-lb. At 25,610 in-lb.
strain lines progressed rapidly along flange and in fillets
and a definite drop of beam was noted.
T-25: Strain lines appeared along fillets at 50,900
in-lb. Henceforth the slope of the torque-twist diagram
became very nearly 50 per cent greater than for lower lo~ds,
maintaining very nearly the same slope up to 100,000 in-lb.
The yield point was taken as 50,900 in-lb. Strain lines ap-
peared along the outside of the flange at 77,340 in-lb.
T-26: Slight checking in fillets noted at 23,000
in-lb. with drop of beam yi0ld point at 25,000 in-lb. strain
lines progressed along outside of fl~nge at 26,500 in-lb.
T-30: Yield of berum by 1-1/2 slope of torque-twist
diagram at 64,000 in-lb. First strain lines appeared over
web at an indeterminate load due to presence of heavy scale
on section.
T-3l: Drop of beam with strain lines along fillets
at 48,800 inb-lb. Yield point by 1-1/2 slope at 480,000 in-lb.
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T-33: Strain lines alori~ fillets tit 65.600 in-lb.
Yield point ana strain lines a16ng outside of ~lango at
76,400 in-lb.
Fixed-Ended Tests - Twenty-two fixed-ended tests
were ,made on beams of different sizes. Tests T-4 to T-13
inclusive, were made with different lengths of a 3i in.,
?5-ib. I-beam. These specimens were welded to one-inch
thick end plates with a continuous3/8-inch fillet weld.
The end plates were bolted to i-I/4 inch thick plates
which attached to the jaws of the standard 26,000 in-lb.
torsion machine. The relative ,rotation of the end plates
were' measured by level bar readings taken at each end.
The ~emainder of the beams were tested in the cable test-
ing rig~ These beams wefe all larger than the three-inch
I beams and we~e welded to 1-1/4 inch thick ehd plates
with additional end stiffeners, fitted and welded between
the flanges as was illustrated in Fig. 19.
Relative rotation of the end plates was observed
on all beams by means of level bar observations and the
twist of the large beams having stiffener plates was also
measured at points just inside the stiffener plates.
Strain readings for longitudinal and shearing strains
were observed wherever feasible. Fig. 42 shows a typical
fixed ended tor~ue-twist diagram, and Fig. 43 shows the
computed stresses from strain readings at the yield point
of the beam. These observutions are typical of all the
fixed-ended tests.



1J.1able V gives the summary of' the test results for
fixed-ended beams. In computing Cc and CA the question
arose as to the correct length to be used in computation.
If one hundred per cent end fixity were possible the', cor-
rect length would be slightly less than the overall length
and somewhat greater than the length between end stiffener
plates. However, the overall length is the simplest app-
roximation and it gives the best results by comparison with
the tests', except in the case of the very short beams wi th
end stiffeners. In these two tests (T-19 and T-2?) the ap-
parent percentage of end-fixity seems inconsistently high.
Two tests have unusually low percentages of end fixity (T-16
and (T-24). The explanation for this is given under the
special remarks. The average percentage of end-fixity with
T-16 and T-24 omitted is 88.3 per cent and all of the six-
foot long beams except T-24 have an end efficienty greater
than 85 per cent.
The yield points of the beams were in most cases de-
termined from the slope of the torque-twist diagrams and the
theoretical direct stresses computed on the basis of this
yield point torque is given in column 14. It is noted that
in spite Gf incomplete end fixity, these stresses are in
every case above ~he tensile yield-point strength of the
material as given in Table III. Honce all of the beams
would have been safely d,esigned on the basis of working
direct fibre stresses. The average of column 14 is fifty
per cent above the average yield-point strength of the
material in the test beams.
The computed and measUred shearing stresses in
the flange agree well for all of the six~foot beams with
the exception of T·16 and T-24 whe~e the low end fixity
affects directly the shearing streSs agreement. On the
short l8-inon beams with stiffener plates (T-19 and T-27)
the discrepancy between computations and test results is
high, as might be expected. The computed stresses in the
web give a very approximate cheCk on the stresses indicat-
ed by tensometers.
Special Re~arks on Fl~ed Ended Test~ ~re as follows:
T-4 to T-12. This gr6up
lengths 6f the same three-~nch I
show the infiuence Of end fixity
of tests of different
,
beams was well adapted to
on the str~n~th and stiff-
ness with the length of beam the only variable. The flange
of each beam was whitewashed so that the appearance of first
strain lines might be noted. Fig. 44 gives a picture of the
strain line pattern on the flange of one of these beams af-
ter yield had taken place. Fig. 45 gives a graph of test
results for this series showing the influence of length up-
on the rigidity and Fig. 46 illustrated the influence of
length on the yield~point strength of the beams. Special
sttention in this series of tests was given to tests T-8
and T-10. Stress measurements were taken along the extreme
57a
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fibre of the flanges at small intervals of length and the
lateral bending moment in the flanges for a definite torque
load was computed from these readings. The bendihg moments
along the beam were plotted and the curves were differenti-
ated to give the lateral shear in the flanges. These re-
sults ~re comp~red in Fig. 41 with the theoretid~l varia-
tion in shear by equation 40.
T-l5 and T-l6. Tests T-l5 and T-l6 should be com-
pared with free ehd test T-l4 of th~ same sectioh. T-l6
was a special test with intermediate stiffeners placed mid-
way along the section. The,se stiffeners were of the same
type as the end stiffeners and were parallel in plane wit~
the web. No outstanding stiffener was provided. This beam
is illustrated in Fig. 48. While this additional stiffener
gave the beam an average. stiffness 42 per cent greater than
teit T-l5, it provided only 40.1 per cent of the theoretic-
al stiffness of a beam three feet in length, rigidly fixed
at each end. The design of this beam would have been safe
however, for strength if based on the three-foot length and
designed for the proper longitudlnal working stress.
T-17. This test, in contr2st to ~-15, was of the
heaviest 6 by 6 H section rether than the lightest. It
should be noted that an effective fixity of 96.8 per cent
was attained in this test. The end stiffeners were 5/8-
inch thick and 5 inches long. The torque-twist diagram and
data on stress distribution are given in Fig. 42 and 43 as
typical of the results for fixed-ended tests.
Fig, 48
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T-18. Test T-18 of a subway column provided a
test on a section of extreme proportions.
T-19 to T-21. These tests together with free end
test T-22 on the same size section, provided a series of
different lengths of 8 by 8 H seGtion. It is noted that
the shortest beam tested showed an end fixity efficiency
of 101 per cent, whereas the general trend for shorter
beams should be less end fixity because of the greater
strains placed upon the end connection. This effect is
explained by the fact that the overall length was used in
the computations; while this is a very good approximation
for the longer beams the stiffness changes rapidly in the
short length range and the correct length is something
less than that used. Fig. 49 shows the strain line distri-
bution near the end of test beam 21 after yielding had 00-
curred.
T-23. This test is of the heaviest section of the
8 by 8 H sections, while tests T-19 to T-22 were of the
lightest weight section. Fig. 42 (on right) shows a photo-
graphof this beam after yield. .
T-24. This test is of interest because it had the
lowest end fixity efficiency of the six-foot beam sections,
with an end f~xity of only 4505 per cent•. All the rest of
the six-foot sections were over 85 per cent in end~fixity.
The explanation is found in the fact that the end stiffen-
ers'were not in this case properly desiJned and the beam
I
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not only pulled loose at the weld from the end plate, but
the end plate was badly warped during test. The stiffen-
ers were 9/16 inch thick and 6 inches long. Had they been
9 inches long and 1 inch thick as provided in the suggest~
ions. for design, specification (1) anq. (2), page 33, it
-is believed that much higher efficiency would have resulted.
T.~7 to ~-29. These tests are of three different
lengths of 12-inch I beam. The remarks concerning tests
T-19 to T-2l appear to apply here also.
VII. SU1~illffiY AND CONCLUSIONS
~j ; \?i
(a) Torsional Theory and the Torsion Constant - (1)
--':'ft"'~.,.._.. ._-, OJ
The essential features of the general torsion problem are
outlined.
(2) The theory and application of Prandtl's Mem-
brane Ana~ogy is presented.
(3) An aCQurate and detailed method of evaluating
the torsion const~nt of structural H beams is presented.
This method is bused on a known theoretical evaluation com-
bined with factors to be determined by experiment from the
Membrane Analogy.
(4) Formulas are proposed for the shearing stress
in the flange and web d~e to pure torsion.
(5) .The effect of shearing stress concentration in
the fillets due to both torsion and bending is discussed,
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(6) The problem of torsion with either one or both
ends of the beam restrained is studied in detail and form-
ulas for maximum shearing and longitudinal fibre stresses
are given~
(7) Speatfications are suggested for the design of
a welded end oonnection which will give a high degree of
end fixity efficiency in torsion.
(8) Detailed design examples are presented to i~T
lustrate the application of the formulas to torsional de~
sign.
(b)~~ - (1) The purpose of the soap film
tests was to e~p~~imentally determine the additive faotor
ln the K factor q~~ to the added rigidity accruing from the
juncture of the web and flange with the corresponding fi~let~,
(2) Soap film experiments were made on 5? differ~ntq
:loy .pl'QPortioned sections both with p~rallel. Q,pq. sloping
fl~:p.ge~"
(~~ ~he application of th~ membrane analrogy as de-
velop.ed by ttlis inves"t~e:ation was restrioted to volume
meas~remept o~~y, Th~ m~thod used was rapid, and it is be-
lieved, gave res~lts haVing an error considerably less than
!l pel' cent~
(~) In ~omputing the K values of structural sections
as listed in Appendix II, the experimentally determined part
of K amounts ip the most extreme case to ten per cent of the
total K. Henoe an experimental error of tl per cent would
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give a possible error of only 0.1 per cent in the total K
value.
(5) Free-end torsion tests were made on seven dif-
ferent beams ranging in size from a 6 by 6-inch H at 20 lb.
per ft. to a 12 by 12-inch H at 190 lb. per ft. The heavi- .
est beam had a torsion constant about two hundred times as
great as the lightest.
(6 ) The method of applying the torque to the ends
of the beam provided a very high degree of end freedom.
( 7) By measuring the unit twist of the free-ended
beams and obtaining the slope of the torque-twist diagram
the free-end torsion tests provided through the following
relation a definite check upon the torsion constant as com-
puted by the proposed method:
T = KG
e
(8) Using G = 11,150 t OOO lb. per sq.in. which is
theoretically correct for E = 29,000,000 lb. per sq.in~
and ~= 0.30 the test results checked well with computed
K values. The maximum variation was 6.7 per cent and the
average for the seven tests was 2.26 per cent.
are given in Table IV.
Resul ts
(9) The yield point of the beams in both free end
and fixed end tests was determined by a study of the tor-
que twist diagram and in some cases bya drop of the beam.
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(10) In the free end tests the distribution of
shearing stress across the flange was studied by measur-
ing with tensometers the principal stress at an angle of
45° around the center section.
',(11) The fixed end testsprovided a means of study-
ing the additional rigidity and strength over free end
tests due to fixing the ends of the beams. Twenty-two
various lengths and sizes of beam~ were tested ranging in
size from a 3-in. I beam at 7.5 lb. per ft. to a 10 by 12
in .. beam at .62 lb. per ft. The heaviest beam had a K fac-
tor 57 times greater than the least and with ends fixed the
most rigid fixed end beam had a rigidity' 310 times as 'great
as the least rigid with ends fixed.
(12) The distribution of longitudinal direct
stresses in the extreme fibers of the flanges was studied
by strain measurements taken along the outer edges of the
flanges by means of tensometers o The total shearing
stress distribution at' the center section was studied by
measurement of prin'cipal strains at an angle of 4q· ~ ,
(13) The fixea, ended tests furnished information
on the proper design of welded end connections for high
torsional rigidity.
(14) The tensometers in both the free ended and
fixed ended tests were of value in stUdying the relative
distribution of stress. Some of the results are erratic.
The warping of the s~ction during twist made it difficult
to obtain a steady setup for the tensometets but in most
cases the test results checked fairly well with the form-
(15) In spite of variations in resUlt andincom-
plete end fixity it is noted that every beam tested would
ha~e been amply strong if designed on a basis of working
longitudinal stresses at the ends.
(16) The p~esent investigation has it is believed,
. .
covereB. accurateiy the question of torsion~l rigidity and
the evaluation of the torsion constant. The formulas for
stresses which are proposed are not exact but will be sat-
isfactory for practical design purposes. Further study
and application of the Membrane Analogy should be given
to the subject of torsional stresses and stress concentra-
tion in fillets. Addition~a tests might also be made to
establish the K factors of angle and channel shapes accu-
rately. A program of full~size tests on combined bending
and torsion of structural be~m sections would also ~e de-
sirable at some future date.
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.b.PPENDIX I
SHEIJt CONCENTRATION ~:"T FILLETS
IN BENDING AND TWISTING OF ROLLED SHi~ES
by
H. M. Westergaard
Professor of Theoretical and APplied Mechanics
University of Illinois
SUMMARY
The results obtained are stated in equations (6)
and (13).
Notation
Bending
Fig.. l shows
b ;:; thickness of
the web or
flange at
the beginning
of the fillet.
section of an I-beam.
r = radius of the
fillet.
a part of the cross
The shearing stresses
can be represented as
'L = shearing stress.
'Ll= shearing stress
a.t the fillet.
'LO= Shearing stress
along the edge
of the cross
section near
the fillet.
~= concentration
'LO fact'or.
("'3. 3 . 5Ae"ro ~ "1,,,
"I /·L ,n /,q 2
,I
L1-~..--------r"'2.--'J(
l'-----JL.-b-----..J
'J
F".2. r b""m .s"bJecf
t, t"",,!,",
velocities in a flow,
e sources, of which are the differences between the normal
stresses on two adjacent cross sections. Except for a dis-
crepancy which is unimportant here, and which is introduced
2by Poisson's ratio, this flow can be defined by a surface,
the velocity being in the direction of the fa~l of the sur-
face and proportional to the fall.* Fig. 1 shows some con-
tour lines of such a surface. The end tangents of the con-
tour lines must be normal to the boundary. It is reasonable
to assume that the contour line 3- i l is approximately a par-
. abola. If its equation is written in the form,
y = c (1 + ~ - ~) (1)4r br
one finds at point 3: y = c, ~~.= -~, which shows that the
requirement of the end tangent is satisfied. Accordingly
the shearing stresses in the direction of y between 1-2 and
3-4 may be written as:
-r = 1+:L-~4r br
(2)
(3)
(4 )
Tl being the stress between poin~s 1 and 3.
Point 1 is close to the place where the greatest
concentration may be expected. Equation (2) is rewritten
approximately as:
T = "'1 (l - ~ + x~)4r br
The average v~lue of T over the width of the web
is the stress Tothat would exist over the whole width if
the fillets were a little farther away. This average is
found from equation (3) to be:
't" 0 = 't" 1 (1 - ~)
. b'r
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Compare 'A. and L. ioppl, Drang und zwang, Vol. 2,
second edition, 1928, p.128.
Equation (4) gives the desired concentration
factor as:
3
b
1 - 61'
(5)
This equation, however, can be replaced without essen-
tial loss of accuracy by the still simpler formula,
::1 bT = 1 +-o 6r
which is recommended for practical use.
Twisting
Fig. 2 shows a part of the cross section of an
I-beam which is subject to twisting. It is desired to
(6)
determine the shearing stress ~l at point. The soap-
fi1m analogy introduced by Prandtl* in 1903 furnishes
the key to the following simple solution. This solution
is a modification of one given by A. and L. Foppl;** that
a slightly gre~ter concentration factor is obtained in
the present analysis, is explained by the consideration
given to the conditions at the straight edge opposite
the fillet,
L. Prandtl, Zur Torsion von prismatischen Sta~en,
Physikalischezeitschrift, Vol.4, 1903, p.758
.
~* Loc. cit. p.73. See also S. Timoshenko, Theory of·
Elasticity, 1934, p.259.
4The soap film is stretched out over an opening
shaped like the cross section and is inflated a small
amount by an excess air pressure on one side. The shear-
ing stresses on the original cross section follow the
contour lines on the film, the edge being one of the con-
tour lines. Furthermore, the shearing stresses are pro-
portional to the slopes on the film"or, pr.o~ortional to
the density of the contour lines.
The contour lines at section 1-2 in Fig. 2 must
be approximately perpendicular to that section. Accord-
ingly the shearing stresses ~ at that section are approx-
imately in the direction of y. Since the slope of the
film is c't", c being a constaLt. the curvature of the film
d'tat 1-2 in the direction of x becomes cQi" The curvature
of the film in the direction of y at 1-2 is accounted for
by the curvin~ of the contour lines. If the radius of
curvature of the contour line at a particular point is p~
then the curvc.tureof the film in the direction of y at
the same point bec'omes c'&... The curvature of the surfacep
is the ~um of the curvatures in the directions of x and y,
that is, c{~ + ~) ..
Theequilibrium of the film re'quires this combined
curvature to be constant.. Since p :: I' at 1 andp :: 00 at 2,
it follows
( 7 )
- 5
Since ~oints 1 and 2 are on the same contour line, it is
(8 )
It is concluded that the dia~~m of the shearing stresses
at section 1-2 must be shaped about as shown in Fig. '3.
The following ,formula has been constr~cted so that it sat-
isfies thi~ ~ene~~~ reguirement of shape as well as tne
"... .... . .
(9)(2 + E.-)~ + x21
3r b 2brJ
specific ~equirements in equations (7) and (8), and it may
therefore be a8~umed tQ represent the shearing stress ap-
proximately:
T·T l~ ~
The constant curvature of the film may be com-
puted as:
(10)
If the fillet were some small distance away, this curva-
ture would remaip the same, ~l would re replaced by ~O'
and the term containing r would disappear.
Consequently,
(11)
which gives th~ ooncentration factor,
~'1 1
-f:' = -bo-
O 1 - 3r
(12)
6The important ind.ications of equation (12} are
preserved when the following simpler formula is sub-
I
sti tu ted: . S b -. 3/1/
1:"1 1b'" .~I 0 \ v 't: 1-
T::- = 1 + f - , --::;, ( 13 )
o :~/ ~
S. Timoshenko* obtained a result of the same
form as equation (l~), only with 4r in the denominator
of the last term instead of 3r. The formula derived
by A. and L. Fappl gives nearly the same values as that
stated by S. Timoshenko. Equation (13) shows a slight-
. -'
ly greater concentration and is recommended for practical
use.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
* Loc.• cit.
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
APPENDIX II
TABLES OF TORSIONAL FACTORS
These computations have been furnished
through the courtesy of McClintic-Marshall
Corporation and are based on Equations 22
and 23 of this report.
·1

To rsiona I Propert ies
Parallel Flange Sections
Section Depth We i9ht Tors ion flQnge
Number and of per Constant D ifhic knes!j
No min aI 5iz.e Section Foot K n
B 14 d 14.12. 95 6.296 1.104 0.748
14~ 14Y2 14.00 87 4.986 1.036 .688=====
B 14 C 14.18 84 4.476 1.12.3 .778
-===14 _ 'Z 14.06 78 3.'.>70 /.063 .718
5 \4 b 14.19 74 3.924 , . \ 26 .763'14.06 68 3.057 1.059 .7/8
14)(\0 13.91 (;1 2.223 .98 , .643
14.06 56 2.545 1.054 .718
5 14 a ' 3.94- 53 1.968 .990 .650
/4 ~ e> 1 3.8 1 48 1.468 .923 .59.3
13.G8 43 1.063 .857 .528
14.38 190 4~. 95 6 2.17 I 1.736
14.12 176 3~.68 7 2.039 1.606
, 3.88 161 31.200 1.890 1.486
13.G 2 147 23.044 1.763 1.356
1:3 .36 133 /7.949 I. GZ8 1.236
B I 3. 12 120 13.12.6 I. 502 I. 106'Z C 12.88 106 9.2.33 1.365 .9~G
12. )l IZ 12.75 99 7. 540 1.294 .921
12 62 92 6.093 'l'Z.~ .05&
I Z. 50 85 4866 1.156 .796
I Z. 38 79 3.90 I l.09G .736
12.25 72 2.976 1.026 .G71
12.ll 65 22' Z ..9 Sb .606
B 12 b 12 .31 b4 2.810 1.040 .10112.19 58 2.139 .971 . G4\
12 1( 10 12.06 S3 1.608 .=' I 2- .576
Tor-sianai Properties
Parallel F\an'3e 5ections
Section Depth We i 9ht 10rs ion Flange
Number and of per ConstaYli D Thic.kness
Nominal 5; ze Section Foot K n
B\2 a I z. 19 SO 1.823 .97G .G4112..06 45 1.343 .908 .576
1'2. l( 8 11.94 40 .971 .841 .516
11.88 136 26.691 1.86 '5 1.4~8
11.62 124 20.374 1.727 1.368
11.38 I I Z 15.3 1:3 1591 1.248
I I . I Z 100 I I. 050 1.453 I. 118
~._---===
B10 b 10.88 89 7.875 1.324 .998IO.6Z 77 ;.187 I. 183 .8&8
10,,10 10.5'0 72 4.22.7 /. I Z3 .808
10.38 66 3.318 I. 052 .748
10.2.5 60 2.529 .980 .683
I O· 1'2. 54 1.868 .907 .618
10.00 49 L395 .846 .'558
10.12 45 1.525 .899 .618
B10 a 10.00 41 I. 147 .841 .558
10 1 {j 9.88 37 .839 .783 .4'38
~. 75 33 . 'j 6~ .724 .433
9.00 b7 5.145 1.20b .933
8.75 58 3.37 , 1.075 .a08
8.50 4<5 I.'~ I .92.8 .68.3B8 b 8.2. 5 40 I. I 33 .a08 .558
8 J( 8 a. 1 'l 35 .778 .733 .4!J3
8.06 33 .650 .703 .463
6.00 31 .540 .673 .433
B 8 a 8.03 27 .489 .679 .448
o l( b Vz '7.93 24 .348 .6~6 .398
Tor.sional Pl"""operties
Parallel Flange Sect\ons
Section Depth Weight Tor-sion Flange
Number and of per Constant 0 Thickness
Nominal Size Section Foot K n
6.15 41 2.054 .972 .750
BG €>.38 30 .853 .75~ .'5 b 56.25 27 .6 l , .G9.9 .500
b 1t b 6.12 23 .394 .G20 .435
6.00 20 .2.bO .5&0 .375
7.23 00 ~.869 1.386 .990
7.06 80 G.754 1.2.8 I ..905
B bO G.es 70 4.G3b 1.150 .800
6 )t lO ".603 GO 2.958 1.013. .6.90
6.41 50 1.749 .tJ75 580
6.18 40 .899 .731 .465
.
Torsionq' Properties
Sloping Flange Sections
(2. percent) 0
\ 5 \ ope
Section Depth Weight Torsion FI ange
Number and of per Constant D Thickness
Nominal Size Sect ;0" Foot K m n
B I'lL IL .~ , 2.Z .301 ,GIS .44-3 .4-05
I Z)( 4 I Z .IG 19 • 189 ,545 .3G8 .330
\ 2.00 I CO Yz • I 14 ,477 .Z88 .~50
B IOL 10.25 19 .2.59 .58G .413 .375
.._==
lOx 4 10.1 Z \7 • I GO .529 ,348 .310
10.00 15 ,loG .477 .288 .250
5 8l 8.1 Z 15 .140 .519 .333 ,Z.95
8 x 4 8.00 \3 .089 .4~G .273 .Z35
B GL G.25 lG .230 .575 .4Z3 .385
G x 4 G.OD 12- .092. .4(01 .298 .ZGO
==
-::c::=
BSG CO.o9 18 .. 177 .512 .343 .Z85
_.
.-
GXG G.OO 15 Yz . I 17 ,4<0<0 .Z98 .f40
-
....
_...
-554 4.1 co \3 • 15<0 .53<0 , 3<O~ .3Zco
4x4 4.00 1O .073 .445 .284 .24<0
3.87 7 Yz. .033 .371 .Z19 · 18'
_..
------
BJ IZ II.9 1 14 .o7'l. .428 .243 · Z05
5JIO 9.87 II Yz .050 .4-03 .2 Z '3 .1 asc:
--_.-
-
;c:
BJ 8 "'Z90 \0 .044 .398 •Z Z3 .185
---=:
-_.=
BJ CO 5.83 8Yz ,034 .3~~ .2.13 · '75
---- --
_._==
- . . -
_ .. c:::.
====:1-

Flan Cje
Thick ness
.6~1
.9~9
.705
.700
.olD
.169
.5.55
.864
--IIIDED1&1I__
DIII_
--IIBI.-
---~
..-.mil
--IIEDI.:D
om..
IDD~1mB.m
--DIll..
-.ED"
--
-
.-J
ED
~
-I&D
DID
101I
IIEDI
-IIIDI
IIDII
-~
---
-
•
-• •
•
I. 119
1.32.9
t. l.4 5
l,e.OO
1.586
l.I5.5
J.615
I .42. 2.
1.212,
I. 105
1.037
1.410
1.5'9
I.l0Z
1..509
1.66.5
1.34.,
I. 354
1.430
1.198
I. 301
1.'14
1.4~ 1
1.55 J
1.049
I. <079
1.2.29
, 1.2.48
Z..664
3.404
5.491
8.645
2..61'
4.4.58
3.&89
4.998
~.11 2
.5. Z,45
7.85e
b.~ I 1
1.569
4.31 9
8.497
.5.58 f
'945B
14.5 ~s
11.817
12..157
I I 882
".2.74
14-.4-ZI
12..155
80
14
12.0
J 10
2.4.4 J
20.86
Z4.5b
23.87
2.1.14
21.2.9
2. 1.2.4
2.1.13
2.1.00
2694
2.4.00
27.00
2.1.16
2.1.00
2.4.00
Z7.14
ZI.46
Z. 700
l'.3J
Z.4. 2. 9
2,1.2.8
Z4.16
24.2..5
2.688
2.4. I 6
2.4.3 1
1,4.12..
2.1.11.
Torsional Properties (5 Per cent) ®
j J0 pin g FJ an 9e Sect j 0 ns" 5 , 0 p e
Section Depth Wei9ht Torsion Flanqe
Numberand of per IInstont D ThiokneS5
Nominal Size 5ev+;on Foot f\ m n
B l.1 21.00 6.3 2.038 I . ge1 .7' 8 .5 '2. 2-
2.1 x 8~ ZO.91 .5~ 1.673 .94 Z. .67~ .4 7 7
j 8.64 \2.4 12..50 9 1.542. I.Z.I' .9 3 I
----
B 18b 18.48 I I 4 g.g~4 1.45Z t. 131 .850
i8)( II 34 18.32- 105 7.818 J. ~e8 1.0.51 .1 '1 I
18.1 b 96 b.O I 3 1.284 .911 . t:J 90
16~ Z. 85 5.82.3 1.2.83 LOIS .801
E> 18a 18.1 6 11 4.4 J , I. I 95 .935 .'727
18~8~ 18.00 '10 3.~ 18 ,. , I 3 .855 .04 '1
17.87 64 2.558 j.044 .'190 .582-
BIB 18.1 2- .55 1.783, .93b .7 I 9 .54 ,
18x 7 ~ 1&.00 .50 \.344- .81~ .659 .481
----
--;;;:::;::::::
11.90 41 1.083 .8Z8 .e09 .4.3 I
.---_.
16.64 I I 4 I I .00 S 1.50 I 1.172 .891
61Gb 16.48 lOS 8.1 I 2- 1.4 loS 1.092 .8 I 8
IGXIIYz. I b.a 2- 96 6.146 I. 326 1.0/z. .738
--===I 6.1 6 88 .5.133 1.248 .932 .058
16.32 78 5.085 I. 251 .97b .'1 '1 4
B IGQ 16.1 b 71 3.8G2- I. I b6 .896 .695
lCO x eYz 10.00 64 2.8-50 1.082. .8' 6 .6 I 4
158<0 5& 1..134 '.009 .146 ."44
/6.25 .50 1.62 I .~25 .7 I Z .544
BIG 16.1 z 45 1.1 8 ~ .857 .647 .47 ~
'co)( 7 16.00 40 .85 ~ . '7 9 I .587 .419
15.85 36 .5~ 0 .726 . .512 ..3 4 4
. B 14 14.Z4 42- I. 1(Q 3 .8<00 .G54 .492,
14-xG~ 14.1 Z .38 n8GO ,800 .594 .4.3Z
14.00 .34 .(0'4 .739 .534 .37Z
------~== ~=======
To rs ional Properties
5lo pin9 Flange Secti ons (
5 per cent-) ®
510pe
.5ection Depth Wei9ht Torsion F la nge
Numberaoo of per Constant D Thick nesst'bm;naJ Size Sedion Foot K m n
814 14xCO%. 13.8<0 30 .410 .(074 .4~4 .302.
I Z. 24 3G .89G .795 .G18 ,4~2
BIZ 12..12. 32- .G38 .732 .558 .40Z
12 )( (Ok 12..00 28 .435 .Gro8 ,49B .342.
11,87 2.5 .295 .GI4 ,433 .2.77
10,1. Z. 29 ,(025 .725 .5<;,9 .431
810 10. 12- 2G .458 .C071 .519 ,381
\0 x s%. ==--==:\0,00 23 .312.. .G' 3 ,459 .32 ,!!!I~ - --- _.~ --- -~'-lI:=:
9,90 2..1 .2.2.9 .57'- .40~ .2.71
-----=:
B8 8.19 2.1 .312 .GZ4 ,4GG .340
8x5~ :=;- =:-8.09 '9 • Z. 2.5 .579 .41G _ .2.90
.1 GO --=8.00 17 .53<0 .37 , ,2.45
--+--- !!!!!--
--
-!!!!! !!!I-
To r sional Properties
SJopinq flange Sections (
Standard) e
I - Beams
.590
.590
.560
.4 I 0
.590
.4 10
.410
.4 10
Section Depth Wei9ht Torsion Flan ge
Numberand of per Constant D ThicknessNominal Size Section Foot K m n
2.4 120.0 J 3.14 6 1.110 1.404 .800
1 Z4Q 24 , , 5.0 12.145 1.686 1.404 800
Z4"'7~ 24 I 10.0 11.2SZ. /.662 1.404 .800
24 IOS.9 JO.622, 1.644 I. 404 800
2.4 100.0 7.70 I 1.411 I. 142. .600
I L4 24 95.0 6.810 1.445 I. 142 .600
24 x. 7 24 90.0 6./.37 I. 42.0 I. 142 .600
24 B5.0 5.5.33 1. .395 I . 142. .600
24 79.9 5.014 I. 371 1. 142 .600
20 \00.0 9.704 I. 598 ,. 183 .650
1 ZOQ 2.0 95.0 8.554 1.565 I. /83 .6.50
ZOx7 20 ~o.o 1.571 1.53Z I. 18.3 .0.50
2.0 85.0 0.157 I. SOl. I. 18.3 .650
20 81.4 6.Z40 1.4BO ,. , 8.3 .650
I 20 20 15.0 4.660 I. '34 I.O'Z.~ .550
20 X6/4 1.0 70.0 4.031. 1.303 1.01..9 .550
2.0 b5:4 .3.574 \. 2.75 1.01.'?> .550
1& 70.0 4.IB8 I. l.b5 · 91 l. .460
I 18 18 05.0 .3.4 5 ~ I. 2.2.7 · 92. Z. .460
'8 x G 18 60.0 Z..6B4 , . , 9' · ~'2. Z. 460
18 54.7 l.410 I. 155 · ~1..1. .460
/5 75.0 6.6/6 1.481 I. 04 I
I 150 15 70.0 .5.5' 5 1.4 ~5 J. 04 I
\5)( co 15 65.0 4.6'2.3 I. ~90 l. 041
\ 5 6O.e> 4.02.5 I. .354 1.04 I
]
15 55.0 2.73, 1.14& .8~4
I IS IS 50.0 '2..145 I.IO~ .634
IS)( S/'z 15 45.0 '-1' 4 I. Obi .634
\ , 42..9 l. ~7 1 I. 044 .834
, 2.0
r 2.0
I 2..0
I 2.0
12.0
I 2.0
55.0
50.0
45.0
4 O. 8
35.0
3 I. 8
3.75G
2.853
2. I ~4
\.784
1.098
.921
1.2.65
/ 2. 0 5
1.148
J . I 0.3
.9~O
.918
Flange
Thickness
.85~
.859
.738
.738
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
40.0
~.5.0
.3 0.0
25.4
2,5.5
23.0
1.0.5
18.4
20.0
, 1. 2.5
1 4. '15
--
, Z.50
14.75
\ 2. z,S'
10.00
10.50
9.50
8.50
7.70
7.50
G.50
5.70
1.981
1..306
.86/
.611
.747
.557
.42. Z
.~44
.456
.379
.2.43
--- --
. 17 ,
.3Z7
.IIG
. / L Z.
.092.
.074
.093
.O~I
,04-5
1.0.36
.960
.891
.833
.800
.759
.726
.701
.71Z
.672.
.7ZG
.(;,(07
.<D18
.701
.G2~
.5<05
,57 Z.
.538
.51 I
.542.
.493
.457
.fj7~
.67.3
.673
.673
. 5B 1
.581
.5&1
.581
. .5.34
.3/0
.~IO
.310
.270
.270
.270
.230
.230
---
.Z30
.llO
.210
.'l10
,190
.190
.Ieo
./90
" 10
.170
.170
